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CORRIGENDA 
‘k’. LAFONF . 
Department of Computing, Imperial College, London SW7 2B2, U.K. 
In the process of typesetting some inaccuracies have arisen which should be amended 
as follows: 
(1) On p. 163, Section 3.2, the modality !A (read “of course A”) may be 
characterized by the following equation: 
!A=A&l&(!A@!A) 
(2) In Section 4.3, p. 166, the third line of the definition of the execution relation 
should read: 
h@(~QV)*~;(hO&Ov (nO~)Ov~~;AO(~OV) 
(3) The first and sixth lines of Table 1, p. 168, should look as follows: 
Splitl:: C (u, v) s c u 0::s 
As&: c (Y (VP 4) S C ((us 4, w) S 
(4) In Section 7.2, p. 173, the fifth typing rule (third line) should read: 
Xi : Ai+M: A-B &:BjFN:A 
Xi:Ai,yj:Bj+MN: B 
(5) In Appendix C, p. 177, the first diagram showing the MacLane-Kelly relations 
should look as follows: 
AO(B@(C@D)) 
I 
id@msl 
AO((BOC)OD) 
= 
ad 
)--fff-+ ((AOB)@C)@D 
sssl@id 
T 
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(6) Finally, in Appendix E, p. 179, the third ombinator (second line) should be 
read as shown: 
mix = asst 0 ((a& 0 (id 0 exch) 0 am) 0 i 
(AOB)O(COD)-+(AQC)O(BOD). 
